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ABSTRACT 

A semi-analytical finite element method, which makes 

use of simple polynomials only in transverse direction and 

analytical functions in the vertical and thickness direc-

tions, for seismic analysis of arch dam is presented. The 

solution of using thick shell analytical functions is 

equivalent to the numerical calculation of a discrete 

system in vertical and thickness directions, hence the 

computational effort and the core requirements are reduced 

considerably. In this paper a practical arch dam in China 

with 69 m in height, under San Fernando (1971) earthquake 

was calculated by two methods: the semi-analytical method 

and finite element method, in addition the test results of 

natural frequences of this dam are given for comparision. 

The advantages of the present approach in higher accuracy 

and fewer degrees of freedom than finite element method 

are shown. 

INTRODUCTION 

The dynamic analysis of dam is an important problem in 

earthquake engineering. It is a three-dimentional dynamic 

problem and used to be solved by numerical method. As well 

known, the finite element method (F.E.M.) is a powerful and 
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versatile tool of solution in structural anplysis including 

seismic analysis of structures. However, the cost of solu-

tions can he very expensive, when a multi-dimensional ana-

lysis is required. Therefore the recently developed finite 

strip method (F.S.M.) (1). which can reduce the computa-

tional effort and the core requirements, is desirable for 

such cases. But f ,r some three dimensional structures (such 

as arch dam), the computational effort is still large, when 

the ordinary finite strip method is a!-pli^d. Here we 

proposed a semi-analytical finite element method (S.F.E.M.), 

which is suitable for some three dimensional structures, 

such as arch dam. 
In the sense of mechanics the arch dam is an irregular 

thick shell with variable thickness. In this paper, the 

semi-analytical finite element method makes use of simple 

polynomials in transverse direction and analytical func-

tions in vertical and thickness directions. In the rrac'.. 

tical solution we choice the analytical solution of mode 

shapes of flat thick shell to construct the displacement 

functions and the arch dam is divided into some vertical 

c.intilever shell strips. The solution of using thick shell 

analytical functions is equivalent to the numerical calcu-

lation of a discrete system in vertical and thickness 

directions, hence the computational effort and the core 

requirements are reduced considerably. In addition, becaue 

this type of analytical function is in itself an exact 

solution of one-dimensional problem of the corresponding 

structure, the present method has higher accuracy and bett-

er convergence (2,3) than the ordinary finite strip method. 

THE MODE SHAPE FUNCTIONS OF FLAT THICK SHELL STRIP  

For the dynamic problems of flat thick shell strip we 

have the fundamental equations including shear and rotatory 

inertia (4) 

ffr*VAVIIAIPti 11%417;4+4M 
opo gni +DO; + - 047, all 

(1.1) 

(1.2) 
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and relation 

pht —4t + t= (2.1) 

where w(y,.t) is the deflection, g6(y,t) is the rotatory 

angle (the origin of the coordinate y is assumed to be on 

the side of the strip), eh,p..7 are the relative mass and 

relative rotatory inertia of strip; D,Gh are the strip 

rigidity in bending and in shear, respectively, q(y,t) is 
the relative loading. 

For the bending moment and shear force the following 

formulae amply 

(22:23) (  
The normal modes of vibration Y(y),(y)-are determined' 

from the mode shape equations corresponding to eqn. (1) 
-F(PA -0. 

D
1)uea + (as D th,-c09 Y-0 (3.1) 4h dy2  4h  

(3.2) 

The solution of homogeneous eqn. (3) may be written in 
the form 

Y(1)=•A.Sin114-1-13.005ci.y+Whally-l-D.ChtV (4.1) 

1(y).---A4,c4.--6.c0cosci.y-t B. (0.0:--(3,04Sin dsy 
tc.y, cl,-Fp.Cch my+ cp,a,1- clicOsh ( 4 . 2) 

where 

018 12.144 (IfFie)'t Ie, 

pt.= VA) 
(10-71+ 1/4) (1r  cit—i 
corii91-1/0 

I*= Dior 
If= (WOW 

and 1 is the strip length in direction of y-axis. 

The integration constants are determined 

from the boundary conditions on two sides. For the canti-

lever strip in the vertical direction of the arch dam, 

considering eqn. (2), the boundary conditions has the form 

y=0 , w=0 , i.e. Y=0 (6.1) 

my= 
ay= ( ay) 

(fill—efrAtqN3+94H3=0  
where u)is the natural frequency of strip. 

(5.1) 

(5.2) 
(5.3) 
(5.4) 
(5.5) 
(5.6) 
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y=1 

k=0 , 

t-43  

i.e. 

i.e. 

1=0 (6.2) 

(6.3) 
c2=-0 , i.e. 1+y,-0 (6.4) 

The above conditions for y=0,y=1 give four homogeneous 

equtions for the calculation of integration constants. The 

condition for the determinant of this system to be zero 

gives a-frequency equation, which is transcendental and has 

infinite numbers of rootsa„and corresgonding 
Substituting these solutions into the homogeneous eqution 
system for integration constants and. solving them, we obtain 

the shape of. m-th mode for the cantilever thick strip, 

Sifi a.ny - b., cos ol..y+0...shormy -1-12,,chamy (7.1) 

Ch tiaq (7.2) 

where 

sisAKVI s h  
[ 1i Q.* --06,171 cos — Dir  E4.: +NI...01c hum,/ 

((14,03:4-1/4)(gi...1)-(d....031/ Ih4) 

(1,j-4+ /Of  iho 

THE YEMI -ANALYTICAL FINITE ELEMENT METHOD 

Eefore all, the arch dam may be divided into cantilever 

shell strips with variable thickness along vertical direc-
tion. In accordance with theoretical analysis (5,6), each 

strip (Fig.1) has five displacement com onents which can 
be written as 

Y).--t, (I-i) +1 1..(y) 
v(3.7tC ti-DV...+1 
W(1,1) ,t,[ (1---vw,.+T w.„a 

py f, yri, -Vet...1-3 er.1 kiy) 
or in matrix form 

(10) Fig.1 
where 14.(y),1„,(y) are the m-th order of analytical solu-

tions of mode shape equation of thick ?..trip as above,. u„.04., 

am= (6.1) I (6-1)!--iii (7).;-1/14,JAcii..1/1 (eh-if-1-h (7):+ 'NJ (8.1) 

(8.2) 

(8.3) 

(8.4) 

( 9. 1 ) 
(9.2j 
(9.3) 
(9.4) 
(9.5) 

.1, 

Y-. 
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vomv er„are the displacement and rotation parameters 

at the two edges for the m-th term of the series and 

J=x/b4 (11) 

According to thick shell theory, there are eight strain 

components in the shell strip (7) 

E, Ey in 767 1n Yyt- 

tyArr ah Olt Pittr (12.1) 

Substituting eqn. (9) into strain expressions, we obtain 

the strain matrix 

{El Blm{a),,,=[8]a) (12.2) 

Far the .xial forces, bending and torsional moments and 

shear forces we have the internal force matrix (7) 

112/=[ N. Aly Niy Mx My Mxy Qx 61,] f {E} (13.1) 

where the rigidity matrix 

(13.2) [D(Y)[ (rrri;,";;11 
I AL 0 

[DAM= h(Y)  
-14  

AL i 0 
l 0 0 LiA4  

(13.3) 

I A 0 0 0 
o• 

mobAg
(
j ( o ohoZ 0 

0 0 0 0 
(13.4) 0111 

0 0 0  
E is the modulus of elasticity ,u. is the Poission coeffi- 

cient, h(y) is the strip thickness. 

Using variational principle, the stiffness and mass 

matrices in local coordinate system may be 

iKil =I Ler Don [B] dy 

Eill "=-1 IN] r [e(y)] [N]dV 
where 

written as 

(14.1) 

(14.2) 

te(yA---- fh(Y)
0 

fh(Y)ph(y) 
0 el (p

RTI 

By transformation the stiffness, mass, 

common coordinate system can be obtained as 

[K)*-fRl [K'] LR)T 

(14.3) 

load matrices in 

(15.1) 
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(r5:23) 
M1—[1?] [IT] iftr 
ERW-41Nrf$14dV 

in .:hick [R] is the transformation matrix, {q(t)) consists 

of the load and moment terms. For example, for three- 

dimentional seismic loading, the ground motion has three 

components us ,v,,w1  and the m-th term of load matrix 

(16.1) If 0 0 1, Viir  0 V 

I,=.11HYridpdY I,=/11(y)11.4)dy (16.2) 

In the end, introducing damping matrix, the seismic 

analysis of arch dam becomes the solution to one-dimentional 

discretization equation 

a(t))-1- Icliertn+110{6c01-1Fetn (17) 

And the displacement, strain, stress components of the arch 

dam may be obtained by using eqn. (9),(12),(13). 

NATURAL FREQUENCY AND SEISMIC ANALYSIS OF ARCH DAM 

The Heng-Shen arch dam in China with 69 m in height, 

146 m in length along dam crest, 15 m in thickness on the 

dam ground is divided into 12 strips and has 13 nodal lines 
(Fig.2). 

Fig.2 



The natural frequencies and seismic response of the dam 

with Rayleigh damping matrix 11=1.152, p=0.00078 to San 
Fernando (1971) earthquake with 0.1 g peak horizontal acce-

leration were calculated by the present method and by 3-D 

finite element method. The numerical results of the first 

eight frequences with the comparison with test results (8); 

the max. seismic deflection and stresses of the dam; and 

the DOE and cost are given in tables 1,2,3, respectively. 

From these tables it is seen that the semi-analytical 

finite element has the same accuracy as the conventional 

finite element method, but has fewer elements, DOF, core 

and computational effort than the later. 

Table 1.. Natural Frequencies of the Arch Dam 

Order 
S.F.E.M. 

(Rigid ground) 

F.E.M. 

(Rigid ground) 

Test (Elastic ground) 

Model In-Situ. 

uo, 41.12' 41.25 42.10 37.07 

uN 44.75 44.59 44.61 39.58 

4003 57.71 59.87 55.92 - 

w4  76.91 71.56 62.83 - 

WI- 78-67 60.41 65.97 - 

w‘ 102.6 101.0 98.65 74.77 

P0, 106.1 111.8 - - 

w. 116.6 115.5 - - 

Table 2. Seismic Resnonse of the Arch Dam 

Method 
Max
'

deflection(cm) Max. stress (kg/c0) 

w 6. 61  Z., 
S.F.E.M. 0.258 3.20 2.05 1.89 

F.C.M. 0.244 3.66 1.95 1.98 
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Table 3. Comparison. of Cost between S.F.E.M. and F.E.M. 

Method Elements DOE Core Comp. effort 

S.F.E.M. 12 55 9000 62minx1.2x10'/sec 

F.E.M. 102 534 85000 118minx10x105/sec 
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